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About This Game

This is a classic Chinese fantasy 2D action game, based on Chinese history, mythology with a dash of surrealism in the mix.

Story background

At the beginning of the Warring States Period, Tian, an officer under Duke Kang of Qi, set a trap that killed the Duke, exiled Ji,
the younger princess, and put Shu, the elder princess, under house arrest. This event established the Tian family as the ruler of

Qi.

Ji tried to seek justice, but failed repeatedly. During her journey, she encountered ancient deities like Hou Yi and Jingwei, who
helped her obtain the powers of Soul Slivers, and eventually returned to the Palace to finish what she started.

As the dust settled, Ji realized this was the beginning of a new world...

Features

- Unique art style with mysterious Chinese elements.
- Fluid combat experience and style that's easy to learn but difficult to master.

- The Soul Sliver system adds depth and changes the pace, making combat more exciting.
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Title: Bladed Fury
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
NEXT Studios
Publisher:
NEXT Studios
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 / 8.1 / 10

Processor: i3 Sandy Bridge Dual Core or Equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: Controller recommended

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Korean
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Krdşm pramı gri wrr msn ? (Oyunu anlamadım aq). A good but tempermental game. This game will make your video card work
for the gorgeous visual like nothing else. This game hates multiple monitors so be warned you may need to diable the others to
play without crashing. The gameplay is fun, satisfying and none to slow. It is short however, and the sequal baiting is clear.. Old
but still gold. Playing this game again was a fine bit of nostalgia xD Worthwhile picking this up on a sale, to remind yourself of
why you got in to playing FPS games in the first place.. Fun game, needs more maps. Good game, nice graphic, cool story,
gloomy forest, funny achievements.. I first played this a few years ago on xbox and recently bought it again for around a dollar.
(this review is based about 70% from when I originally played it) Though this is a kids game, some of the objectives are barely
clear what you need to do. I've spent a good amount of time wandering around looking for a solution for the puzzle they've put
forth and have found nothing, forcing for me to look up a guide or video. With that being said, I did really enjoy it back then,
and I've had a pretty good experience with it my 2nd time around. Though there are some times when I wish the character you
played ran a little faster.. Im usualy not a big fan of dualstick shmups but this deserves some words
Challenging gameplay, good learning curve, skills, dual stick (xbox360 work perfect) left stick steer right stick shoot switchable
for left handers ,some classic gameplay like asteroids, gyruss mixed with new elements + skilltree, demands for more gametime
here :)
The sound is also good, Tec/Beat/Effects
Gfx is good for this kind of game. Fun little game and well designed, but it gets repetitive fairly quickly. Priced appropriately
given its complexity. Neat concept.
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I thoroughly enjoyed Lake Ridden. The art and music creates a great atmosphere and the puzzles were interesting and varied. It
was an interesting story, driving me forward through the game. Would definitely recommend to anyone who enjoys this genre!
:). This is crap. Metal Sluggish !!!. iam playing this game AND I MUST SAY THIS GAME :
1.PAY TO WIN
2.WHY R P2W PlAYER STRONGER DAY BY DAY(GET CRYSTAL FROM RANKING,GUILD) THAN ME- A HARD
PLAYER FOR NOTHING
... DONT INSTALL IT IF U AREN'T RICH. Solstice is a solid visual novel that invites the player into the walls of the beautiful
but unforgiving Jewel of the North, a secluded city located in the snowy landscapes of the far north. Moacube, who are well-
known by visual novels fans for their previous work Cinders, managed, in my opinion, to reutilize what made Cinders great (the
characterization of the characters being the strongest point here) but also delved more deeply into storytelling and the
ramifications of choices and consequences. Solstice’s scenario is pretty unpredictable but thoroughly enjoyable, and the
conclusion didn’t disappoint me.

The player plays as two characters, Galen, the humourous doctor who hides more secrets that it seems, and Yani, a young and
ambitious engineer. It is to be noticed that the choices have a considerable influence not only on the outcome of the story, but
also on the personality of the protagonists and their relationships, both between them and with the rest of the characters. The
effort put into the creation of a varied and overall strongly written cast of characters (a dozen) is to be appreciated as well, even
if some could have been used more efficiently.
I feel like the journal entries (Galen and Yani write down important information about the characters and places they meet so
the player doesn't forget it later in the story) deserve a special mention, as it provides us with a well-thought and useful upgrade
from Cinders's time.

What else can be said ? The art is gorgeous (with these little motion-effects that are applied to certain objects in the background
and help to create an entrancing atmosphere), and the soundtrack absolutely amazing.
I would recommend it to anyone who would like to try a visual novel and of course to the fans of the genre. There are also a lots
of achievements and different endings which give good replay value.

The only criticism I could give to Solstice concerns one of the two romance paths (Yani’s one), which seemed really dull and
forced to me. I took absolutely no pleasure playing it, and it is surprising considering that the other one was well-done and quite
emotional. It shouldn’t prevent anyone from trying out the game, though !. Made with a good engine but does everything have to
be wet? are all the buildings lacking roofs? Made it to 1st objective and became too dark to do anything. then what light there
was it had wet areas.. really hard on my eyes..
Where is the flashlight? come on now. This has been out what? a year and 4 days as of my review and not much as been done
with this?
Did I mention Flashlight?? maybe a cell phone with a light??
Now do I recommend this? well it is better than playing The District and I have played worse..
yes I only recommend this if its on heavy sale or part of a bundle of some sort..
and it is better than The District so will be postitive.. I never get tired of the great stories that come with the Tales games and
this one is no exception. The game play was great and the graphics excellent. The voice acting was outstanding and had me
really caring about the characters.. I bought this game long ago and got bored with it in two hours, every once in awhile i check
back to see if the devs finally got their heads out of their a**es and updated the game. They haven't, they abandoned it.

3/10 Only entertaining for 2 hours. This is my first Solitaire game of this kind. Let's be fair, this game is not amazing. A lot of
random layouts. Might get bored quickly. From other hand this is a good time killer. It suck nearly 40h from my life.
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